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As co-Heads of the Portfolio Management Club we would like to start this foreword by deeply

thanking everyone who has been involved with the project this semester. To the Nova

community, our institutional partners (Banco de Investimento Global, CFA Society Portugal

and Bloomberg) and especially to our members that have allowed this ever-growing club to

keep achieving the extra-mile, our blunt gratitude.

This semester, Fall 2018, fourteen new national and non-national members joined the club

which has proudly marked this team as the most international class since PMC’s foundation,

with c. 32% of international members. Both the new-joiners and the old members have

continuously done an incredible and eximious work reflecting, in its core, the club’s values and

vision for an outstanding career and personal growth.

In addition, and with several parties’ support, Portfolio Management Club has launched its

website, a platform that is hoped to help disseminate the group’s internal work, performance,

members’ capabilities and financial related events sponsored by the club or its institutional

partners.

With a forward-looking mentality, and with the ambition of conquering and growing even more,

the club do compromise to keep innovating, working hard and to generate interesting and

appealing content for its followers and supporters.

“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit”

-Aristotle

December 2018

Foreword

Miguel Pardal 

Afonso

Francisco 

Afonso
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Macro Overview

Diogo Moreira

December 2018

Top Headlines

October was marked as one of the most

turbulent months of the year. It began with a

strong increase in US government bond yields.

The benchmark 10-year Treasury yield rose

above 3.1%, forcing investors to reassess the

relative appeal of equities. As consequence,

global markets sharply declined during the

month. Despite strong markets sell-off, US

unemployment has fallen to its lowest level

since 1969, emphasizing the strength of the

country’s economic growth but contributing to

stocks and bonds drop on fears of higher

interest rates.

In early November, took place the US

midterm elections for Congress in which

Democrats regained a majority in the House of

Representatives for the first time in eight

years. On the other hand, Republicans could

also claim victory given the majority retained

in the Senate.

Following the G20 summit in Argentina, US

President Donald Trump and his Chinese

counterpart Xi Jinping have agreed to halt

additional tariffs as both parties engage in new

trade negotiations with the goal of reaching an

agreement within 90 days.

Approaching the Parliament meeting on the

third week of December, Theresa May decided

to delay the Brexit Vote, arguing that the deal

would be rejected by a significant margin.

Subsequently, a vote of no confidence was

triggered by members of her own party. The

UK prime minister end up surviving the

confidence vote and the sterling climbed

nearly 1.5% against the dollar to 1.26238.

Despite OPEC agreeing to cut output by

1.2m barrels a day earlier this month, Brent

crude still dropped 40% since October

reaching $50.341 on the 24th December. Oil

prices touched 15-month lows amid worries of

global recession. Contributing to this global

slowdown, was a sharp decreased in Chinese

spending growth and manufacturing

reported in December, suggesting that the

economic stimulus measures enacted by

Beijing since summer have failed to reverse

the downtrend.

The European Central Bank brought its

quantitative easing program to an end after

four years of intense boosting measures.

However, with looming Eurozone growth

deceleration, Mr Draghi contented that the

ECB will continue to support the economy by

other means.

In Italy, the benchmark 10-year bond

touched 2.76%, lowest level since September,

after Rome agreed to postponed spending

measures to narrow deficit. The EU

commission announced the agreement would

leave Italy with a budget deficit of 2.04% of

GDP instead of the 2.4% previously

requested.

The Federal Reserve, which raised interest

rates for the fourth time this year, reduced

their estimation in what regards to the US

GDP and core inflation in 2019. Upon such

economic scenario, further FED decisions are

believed to be data dependent.

The US government was partially shutdown

after Donald Trump failed to solve impasse

with Congress over his demand of $5bn to

build his US-Mexico border wall.
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Economic Agenda

Key Takeaways

US economy shows a positive performance. GDP growth has been above 3.0% for two quarters

and final figures for the third quarter of 2018 showed a 3.4% growth, slightly below estimates.

Unemployment was unchanged at a 49-year low of 3.7% in November, while job growth

continues at the 200,000-per-month-level. Inflation is under control, slightly above the Fed’s

target level of 2.0%. However, the central bank’s policy-setting board, which raised interest rates

for the fourth time in 2018 despite opposition from the US President, recently lowered its

expectations for economic growth amid signs of global slowdown and other hazards mostly

related with the US-Sino trade war.

On the other side of the tariff dispute, China faced the lowest growth rate (6.5%) since the first

quarter of 2009 during the global financial crisis. However, trade surplus widened to USD 44.74

billion, widely beating market consensus; and the Manufacturing PMI came at 50.1 in November,

little-changed from previous month. Inflation is slowing down, as food inflation hit its lowest in

three months and cost of non-food increased the least in seven months. Another major Asian

economy, Japan, shrank 0.6% in the third quarter – it is the steepest contraction since the second

quarter of 2014.

In the Eurozone, growth is weakening and is currently at 1.6%, while unemployment is steady at

8.1%. Manufacturing PMI declined to 51.4 in December from 51.8 last month and below market

consensus. Optimism fell to a 6-year-low, suggesting that production trend could weaken again. In

France, output fell due to disruptions from the ‘gilets jaunes’ protests, while in Germany output

rose at the slowest rate in over four years and new orders declined for the third consecutive month.

Moreover, Bank of England maintained interest rates at 0.75% motivated by Brexit uncertainties.

For 2019, partly cloudy skies lie ahead.

December 2018

João Monteiro
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Key Metrics

Daily returns from one year historical performance were used
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Overview

The recent market sell-off has put some downward pressure on our

portfolio, which dropped -2,7% over the past quarter. Nonetheless, we

were still able to beat our Benchmark* over the same period by 64bps,

due to the overperformance of our stock picks and a prudent allocation

strategy when it comes to choosing which sectors to invest in.

During the last quarter, we had both the best performing month (October,

+4,88%) and worst performance month (December, -7,12%) of our

history, matched by a higher-than-average level of volatility (-18,2%).

We tried to accommodate to the recent climate by picking stocks from

defensive sectors, like Utilities, and stocks with a lower Beta.

The year of 2018 has been, overall, a turbulent one. After the sharp

decline in February, the markets were able to recover and surpass pre sell-

off levels. However, the last months of the year have been marked by

strong devaluations across all markets, which led us to take a more

conservative approach and be more careful about our exposition to

equities for the year ahead.

*Data as of 30/12/2018

Quarterly Return -2,7%

Quarterly St. Dev. -18,2%

Annualized Return -2,43%

Annualized St. Dev. 12%

Sharpe Ratio (Info) -0,2

Sortino Ratio 0,26

Skew -0,04

Kurtosis 3,49

Current Holdings Current Price Performance Spread vs S&P500

Salesforce $134,25 -0,70% 9,90%

The AES Corporation $14,24 -8,25% 1,17%

Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd $95,82 -12,93% -3,51%

CME Group Inc, $185,58 -3,61% 4,66%

Pacific Gas and Electric Company $23,88 -12,17% -0,87%

Medtronic $89,11 -8,02% -0,56%

BlackRock $386,75 -1,29% 6,50%

3 Months Since Inception

PMC -2,70% -2,61%

Benchmark -3,34% -5,82%

*The Benchmark comprises a mix of 70% S&P 500 and 30% Bloomberg 
Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index

Quarterly Performance

Miguel Pardal 

Afonso
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Top  Holdings

NAME TICKER DESCRIPTION

Salesforce CRM Salesforce.com provides cloud computing application software across various segments,

including customer relationship management (CRM), customer service, commerce,

analytics, internet of things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), and professional services.

Salesforce counts more than 150,000 users of its customer relationship management

(CRM) software.

The AES 

Corporation

AES The AES Corporation is a holding company. The Company, through its subsidiaries and

affiliates, operates a diversified portfolio of electricity generation and distribution

businesses. In 2018, AES acquired the subsidiary Power (largest private owner of

operating solar assets in the United States).

Royal 

Caribbean 

Cruises Ltd

RCL The second largest cruise company in the world. Furthermore, they have a 50% share of

German TUI Cruises as well as 49% in Spanish Pullmantur and 36% in Chinese SkySea

Cruises. The company is operating worldwide and serves customers in 540 destinations

on all seven continents. RCL is well known for its giant cruise ships.

CME Group 

Inc.

CME CME Group Inc. operates a derivatives exchange that trades futures contracts and

options on futures, interest rates, stock indexes, foreign exchange, and commodities. The

Company brings together buyers and sellers of derivatives products on its trading floors,

electronic trading platform, and through privately negotiated transactions that it clears.

Pacific Gas 

and Electric 

Company

PCG Pacific Gas and Electric Company is one of the largest combined natural gas and electric

energy companies in the United States. PCG engages in the sale and delivery of

electricity and natural gas to residential, commercial, industrial, and agricultural

customers in Northern and Central California, the United States, being headquartered in

San Francisco. PCG provides services to approximately 16 million people throughout a

181 299.2 km2 area.

Medtronic MDT Medtronic, PLC develops therapeutic and diagnostic medical products. The Company's

principal products include those for bradycardia pacing, tachyarrhythmia management,

atrial fibrillation management, heart failure management, heart valve replacement,

malignant and non-malignant pain, and movement disorders. Medtronic's products are

sold worldwide.

BlackRock BLK BlackRock, Inc. is a publicly owned investment manager that manages separate client-

focused equity, fixed income, and balanced portfolios.

Besides that, it launches and manages open-end and closed-end mutual funds, hedge

funds, offshore funds, unit trusts, alternative investment vehicles including structured

funds and multi-asset exchange traded funds. BlackRock also provides global risk

management and advisory services.

CLOSED POSITIONS

Synchrony 

Financial

SYF Synchrony Financial distributes platforms that enable fast credit decisions and easy

online payments. The company offers promotional financing for major consumer

purchases, as well as loyalty programs that drive repeated purchases and brand affinity.

Synchrony Financial works with national and regional retailers, local merchants,

manufacturers, buying groups, industry associations and healthcare service

providers across many markets, comprising 42 percent of the private label credit card

market in the United States.

December 2018

Leonor SantosMadalena Maia
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Asset Analysis: CRM

Description

Salesforce.com, inc. provides software on demand. The Company

supplies a customer relationship management service to businesses

worldwide providing a technology platform for customers and

developers to build and run business applications. Clients use

salesforce.com to manage their customer, sales and operational

data. Salesforce.com counts more than 150,000 users, from small

businesses with one subscription to large enterprises with

thousands.
Macro Analysis

Overall, the information technology sector is mostly affected by trade disputes, increasing global

competition, increasing regulation and capital spending delays. Concerns about slowing global

growth also appear to have influence in the tech sector, while a trade dispute between U.S. and

China continues to weight in the market performance.

Additionally, even though companies need to expand their spending on capital improvements,

especially in the technology area, news regarding trade concerns may delay some of that

spending. For now, the risks are driving the market to a neutral rating.

Company Overview

Salesforce.com is a key player in the cloud services

industry. The company provides cloud-based

applications that manage employee collaboration as

well as customer information for sales (Salesforce

Sales Cloud), marketing (Salesforce Marketing

Cloud), and customer support (Salesforce Service

Cloud). Other products offer e-commerce, analytics,

and social media tools through cloud-based

applications. Salesforce counts more than 150,000

users on its customer relationship management

(CRM) software, and its customers come from a

variety of industries, including financial services,

telecommunications, manufacturing, and

entertainment. Most of its revenue is generated in the

US; more than two-thirds of Salesforce sales come

from customers in the US with other countries in the

Americas requiring about 7%. Customers in Europe

account for about 20% of revenue and those in the

Asia/Pacific region generate about 10%.

Data as of 27/12/2018

Ticker CRM

Current Price 129.81$   

52w high 161.19$   

52w low 102.09$   

1-Year Change 26.98%

Mkt Cap 99.30B

EPS 0.640$     

Beta 1.22

December 2018

Edgar PonAhmed Asaad
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Financials

Salesforce capped a decade of rising revenue with a

25% increase to $10.5 billion in 2018 (ended January)

from 2017. The increase was paced by a 25% jump in

subscription and support revenue driven by increases

in new business, which includes new customers and

upgrades and additional subscriptions from existing

customers. Demandware, acquired in July 2016,

contributed about $288 million in 2018 compared to

$120 million in half of 2017. Professional services

revenue rose 21% in 2018 from 2017 because of an

increase in the number of customers. Geographically,

sales were higher in all regions. Salesforce kept 2018

costs in line with 2017 as a percentage of revenue, but

paid more in taxes in 2018 than in 2017. That reduced

net income to about $127 million in 2018 from about

$180 million the year before.

Multiples Valuation

Salesforce might seem overvalued due to its relatively

high P/E ratio, however this also indicates the growth

opportunities the company enjoys. The company

exhibits a higher PEG, P/B and P/FCF ratios, while

recording a lower ROE and ROA compared to their

peers. In addition, the D/E ratio is significantly lower,

reducing their credit risk.

Analysts are expecting the stock to outperform the

S&P500 in the next 12 months, with a price target of

$172, 32.5% higher than the current price.

Risk Factors

Firstly, technology-related companies are always exposed to industry-specific risks, including

cyber attacks and hacking of sensitive information, evolving threats that may target the clouds,

privacy concerns and property rights. Moreover, the company operates in many parts of the

world, making it exposed to risks inherent in international operations, Thirdly, the market in

which it participates is intensely competitive, and if it does not compete effectively, operating

results could be harmed. Finally, unanticipated changes in the effective tax rate and additional

tax liabilities may impact the financial results of the company. All of these aspects may adversely

affect the market price of the common stock.

Asset Analysis: CRM
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Multiples PEERS

PER 202.88 59.20

PEG 2.08 2.21

P/B 6.76 7.89

P/FCF 37.09 49.78

ROE 6.93% 13.12%

ROA 3.70% 6.41%

D/E 16.58% 39.53%

Rating/Recommendations

Rating A-

Buy Recommendations 38

Hold Recommendations 4

Sell Recommendations 0

December 2018

Edgar PonAhmed Asaad
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Opinion

Demanding…but rewarding
Continuing Financial Education

The business world is becoming more

complex; the development in integration

and interconnections between countries

and firms has been rising over the past

few decades. Moreover, the financial

markets are getting more sophisticated,

with numerous and countless products

being offered to individuals. As a

consequence, the demand for

professionals who can advise

individuals or even create products for

them has been rising accordingly. The

need was also driven by the volatility of

the markets, the turbulence in economic

conditions across the globe and the

attractive opportunities in many

emerging economies. However,

professionals in the finance industry are

expected to acquire a considerable set of

technical and academic skills, alongside

work experience.

As a first step, finance enthusiasts, who

intend to pursue a professional career in

that area, tend to enrol in a bachelor

course in Finance or Economics. This is

usually not sufficient to compete in the

job market; they are often driven to

either take a Master’s degree in Finance

or to register for finance certifications.

As it is a vast industry with several sub-

fields, specific certifications can enable

professionals to gain an edge.

One of the most important certifications

is the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA)

certification, often compared to a

Masters in Finance. A finance

professional having CFA Certification is

deemed highly qualified and exhibits his

sound familiarity with a variety of fields

such as investment banking, financial

analysis, economics, portfolio

management, and ethical practices.

CFA Charterholders, the candidates who

pass the three examinations - or levels –

receive membership in CFA Institute.

They also get associated with more than

140 CFA member societies in over 65

countries. Candidates are qualified

enough to find career opportunities in

investment groups, mutual funds,

insurance firms, consultancy firms and

related fields.

On the other hand, others prefer to take a

Masters degree, typically from a

reputable university, as a way of

equipping themselves with the necessary

skills for the market. A university post-

graduate degree is usually more

expensive than a CFA certification;

however, it comes with many benefits.

Students think that it is more experiential;

as they engage more with instructors,

build sustainable networks among each

other and even benefit from the career

services of their universities. On the

quantitative side, Master programs differ

from a university to another; they tend to

cover important and advanced topics

often involving statistics and excel skills.

Another qualification that should be

considered, not only by finance students

but by business people, is the MBA. This

degree, on the other hand, is a more

general business program; it teaches

skills that can be applied to more fields,

such as finance, management, accounting,

operations, and marketing, so the

potential student does not necessarily

need to have established a career path.

Though it is commonly geared to

preparing students for careers in finance

and business, an increasing number of

MBAs are being steered into different

fields, including IT and healthcare.

December 2018

Tomás TavaresAhmed Asaad
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December 2018

Opinion

Tomás TavaresAhmed Asaad
This does not mean that getting an

MBA makes an applicant less desirable

for investment management. There are

several programs in which the student

can tailor his coursework in a way to

counterbalance the general business

knowledge and focus more specifically

on finance. This can be achieved with

concentrations and electives. Some

institutions may even offer a Master

degree in conjunction with CFA exam

preparation. MBAs usually go on the

management track. For those aspiring

to C-Suite positions, there is no better

program.

As an alternative to the MBA, comes

the Executive Education. It consists of

academic programs that do not grant

degrees. They are usually offered at

business schools and generally consist

of short-term courses or classes that

lead to certificates. It focuses on

teaching attendants how to be

competent leaders. They also explore

the specifics of various industries.

These courses are offered by prestigious

schools such as Wharton, as exemplified

by their Executive Development Program,

which aims to fast-track business leaders

to consolidate their skills for their

specific industry.

In any case, it is clear that a bachelors’

degree is not sufficient to be competitive

in the business world and further

knowledge is required. This is the reality

not only because the industry is

increasingly complex and quantitative,

but also because aspiring business

leaders today use everything within their

reach, including acquiring those

certifications, often more than one, in an

effort to differentiate themselves and not

doing so might lead one to be rejected in

favour of a more educated candidate who

through these certifications has shown

not only proficiency in relevant skills but

also a thirst to self-improvement.

Demanding…but rewarding
Continuing Financial Education
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Opinion

December 2018

Diego Bonelli

Cryptocurrencies: new money or asset class?

In a world of increasing political

fragility and polarization, could

cryptocurrencies be a suitable

replacement for money or just another

type of asset?

Cryptocurrencies are electronic tokens

recorded as a chain of transactions

among the users – the so-called

blockchain, a distributed database

providing an unalterable, semi-public

record of digital transactions. This

“blocks” are back-linked, hence each

block refers to the previous block in

the chain making possible to be traced

all the way back to the very first one.

Thus, the users can have faith in the

validity of the operations even without

a central authority to trust. On the

other side, it is absurd to think about

money without a state at the centre of

attention. States are the common

source of money, they design a

particular form of money as legal

tender, meaning that the designated

money is a valid payment for all debts,

and all citizens respect and utilize this

decision in the daily life. Instead,

cryptocurrencies, are voluntary

currencies and not legal since their use

as transactional currencies is limited to

those willing to accept them. If

businesses or individuals suddenly

decide no longer to accept them,

cryptocurrencies will become

worthless.

Let’s look more in depth at the flawless

of one cryptocurrency: the Bitcoin.

Bitcoin is an anonymous, digital

currency that eliminates banks as a

financial middleman and in doing so also

eliminates the legal protections offered

by such structures. Given bitcoin daily

price movements, business owners

accepting bitcoin could see profit

margins reduced or completely erased in

a matter of days. Bitcoin has a fixed

growth rate and built-in scarcity fixed at

21 million coins by 2140.

This approach assumes that a currency

supply formula derived today can

automatically meet the movements of

economic cycles over 120 years without

monetary interventions, and looking in

the past 10 years in which uncommon

monetary interventions have become

common, this approach seems even more

unfeasible. Moreover, the industry

remains unregulated with little oversight

opening doors for unscrupulous operators

to take advantage of bitcoin buyers and

sellers, increasing fraud and bankruptcy

risk.

Bitcoins price has gone through cycles of

appreciation and depreciation referred to

by some as bubbles and bust. Only in the

last year bitcoin price both exceeded

16000$ and has been below 2200$.
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Opinion

Diego Bonelli

Cryptocurrencies: new money or asset class?

The volatility index of bitcoin (BVOL)

has been many times more volatile

than the VIX indicating higher risk

than the market. Although

Cryptocurrencies are uncorrelated with

the market, a comparison with the VIX

index is needed since VIX is the usual

representation of global risk.

Hence, as cryptocurrencies are recorded

tokens, released to the miners according

to the properties of the underlying

algorithm, they are not claims of

anybody. It follows that they are not

financial assets, as nobody is liable to

pay the holder anything nor to give debt

relief according to the nominal value.

Cryptocurrencies should, therefore, be

regarded as real assets, like gold and

tulips, rather than financial assets, like

bonds and money. This means that the

value ultimately depends on its use-value

and could realistically drop to zero if

speculative activities turn sour. This

potential price volatility is not a sound

basis for a monetary system but the

approval of the financial society,

increasing after CME opened the floor to

bitcoin options, could make

cryptocurrencies a virtual commodity.
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DISCLAIMER. This document is based on publicly available information and retrieved from sources deemed trustworthy. Portfolio Management

Club does not assume any responsibility for the full correction of the information provided, and the information here provided should not be

interpreted as an indicator that any results will be achieved. We forewarn that the previous performance of a security is not a guarantee of identical

performance in the future. Changes in exchange rates of securities denominated in a currency different from that of the investor may lead to a negative

impact on the value, price, or return of such securities. Portfolio Management Club currently has investments subject to alterations in several of the

securities mentioned in this report. This document is not a sale proposal, nor a purchase solicitation for the subscription of any securities. The analysts

of Portfolio Management Club do not receive any kind of compensation in the scope of the regular carrying out of their analysis, which reflect strictly

personal opinions. There isn’t a predefined coverage policy in regards to the selection of stocks that are subject to investment recommendations.

Thank you!

We appreciate your reading and hope you enjoyed our newsletter. If you have any question or

suggestion regarding the newsletter or the club, feel free to contact us by sending an e-mail to

portfoliomanagementclub@novasbe.pt, we will be more than happy to hear from you. In the

meanwhile, we invite you to meet our team:

Board

Francisco Afonso | Miguel Pardal Afonso

Financials’ Division

Ahmed Asaad (Head) | Diego Bonelli | Diogo Moreira | Edgar Pon

Tech & Telecoms’ Division

Beatriz Antunes (Head) | Leonor Santos| Luís Correia | Rui Santos

Consumers and Materials’ Divisions

Tomás Tavares (Head) | Ana Bárbara Simões | Florian Rettman| Madalena Maia

Energy and Industrials’ Division

Tomás Pacheco (Head) | Catarina Sá | Gabriele Gatti | Johannes Tauchert

Healthcare & Utilities’ Division

Daniel Soares (Head) | João Monteiro | Joana Oliveira | Leo Schmidtke

Corporate and Academic Partners
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